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SCHEDULED MONUMENT
Name: WOKING PALACE MOATED SITE, FISHPONDS AND RUINS AT OLDHALL COPSE
List entry Number: 1019366
Date first scheduled: 11-Mar-1953
Date of most recent amendment: 07-Sep-2000
REASONS FOR DESIGNATION
Around 6,000 moated sites are known in England. They consist of wide ditches, often or seasonally water-filled, partly or completely enclosing
one or more islands of dry ground on which stood domestic or religious buildings. In some cases the islands were used for horticulture. The
majority of moated sites served as prestigious aristocratic and seigneurial residences with the provision of a moat intended as a status symbol
rather than a practical military defence. The peak period during which moated sites were built was between about 1250 and 1350 and by far the
greatest concentration lies in central and eastern parts of England. However, moated sites were built throughout the medieval period, are widely
scattered throughout England and exhibit a high level of diversity in their forms and sizes. They form a significant class of medieval monument
and are important for the understanding of the distribution of wealth and status in the countryside. Many examples provide conditions
favourable to the survival of organic remains.
Woking Palace is of particular importance because of its excellent survival, high diversity, enormous archaeological potential both on the island
itself and in the waterlogged moats and particularly because of its historical association with royalty and the amenity value which it is afforded by
this association.
DETAILS
The moated site at Woking Palace includes the earthworks of the moat and its surviving inner bank, the area within the moat which contains
ruined and standing buildings and, within the copse on the north west side, a group of fishponds. This unusually large moated site was a royal
residence dating from at least 1272 which was used by Edward IV and Henry VIII and which was the birthplace of Mary Tudor in 1514. The
monument features at its centre a stone building with a 14th century doorway and a brick barrel vault with some original stone ribs. The ruins of
a brick-built barn of 16th century date adjoin this stone building, while to the east are the brick and stone foundations of further buildings, some
or all of which belong to the medieval or early post-medieval manor.
Around the perimeter, except to the south, is a moat which is seasonally water-filled. The southern limit itself is formed by the River Wey, an
area of which contains a submerged timber structure believed to be a contemporary wharf. This was discovered and recorded in the northern
half of the river at the east end of the monument in 1996. On the western side of the monument the moat is bounded by a slight outer bank
and a substantial inner bank which in turn has an inner narrower moat. It was from this inner moat that water was directed into the two parallel
rectangular fishponds, thence to a third and now partly infilled pond and finally into an internal projection of the moat which led northwards
from the centre of the monument to the main moat circuit. The causeway entrance at the mid-point of the eastern moat arm is likely to have
been the original access point.
All fences and gates are excluded from the scheduling, although the ground beneath them is included.
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LISTED BUILDINGS
Name: WOKING PARK FARM HOUSE
List entry Number: 1378237
Location: WOKING PARK FARM HOUSE, CARTERS LANE
Grade: II
Date first listed: 22-Jul-1953
DETAILS
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING CARTERS LANE
6/17 Woking Park Farm House 22/7/53 II
Farmhouse, now divided. C16 with mid C19 additions to the rear. Timber framed, brick infill, brick extensions; plain tiled roof, mostly burnt, with
detached end stack to right, end stack to left and central ridge stack. 2 storeys, casement windows now boarded up, 6 across the first floor,
boarded up doors to left and right of centre.
At time of resurvey the house was in a derelict condition.
Listing NGR: TQ0306557213
Name: BARN 80 YARDS SOUTH WEST OF WOKING PARK FARM HOUSE
List entry Number: 1044718
Location: BARN 80 YARDS SOUTH WEST OF WOKING PARK FARM HOUSE, CARTERS LANE
Grade: II
Date first listed: 22-Jul-1953
DETAILS
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING CARTERS LANE
6/18 Barn 80 yards south west of Woking Park Farm House 22/7/53 II
Barn. C17. Timber framed on brick plinth, weatherboard cladding restored plain tiled roof. Rectangular, 3 bays with opposing centre carriage
opening. Queen post construction.
Listing NGR: TQ0302257187
Name:THE OLD HOUSE COTTAGE AND THE OLD HOUSE
List entry Number: 1236745
Location: THE OLD HOUSE COTTAGE AND THE OLD HOUSE, 215, OLD WOKING ROAD
Grade: II
Date first listed: 22-Jul-1953
DETAILS
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING OLD WOKING ROAD (east side) 6/101 No. 215 (The Old House 22/7/53 Cottage and The Old
House) II
House. C17 Brick, plain tiled roof with tile-hung gable ends; stacks to rear left and right of centre. L-shaped with wing to rear left; 2 storeys and
attic in gable front break to left, 2 storeys to right. 3 C19 casements across the first floor; C20 part glazed door in brick porch with hipped roof
in angle of break to left of centre. Blocked door on first floor left of left hand return front.
Listing NGR: TQ0214157127
Name:THE GRANGE
List entry Number: 1044693
Location: THE GRANGE, HIGH STREET
Grade: II
Date first listed: 14-Apr-1976
Details
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING HIGH STREET, OLD WOKING
6/68 The Grange 14/4/76 II
House. c1800. Colourwashed stucco to front, rendered sides; hipped slate roof with rendered stacks at left end and right of centre. 2 storeys,
rusticated on rendered plinth; symmetrical 7 bay facade, centre 3 bays recessed. Glazing bar sash windows with wooden bracket and panels
above on first floor, channelled voussoirs over ground floor windows. Central 6 panel door under flat porch hood on multiple columns of
quatrofoil section with string moulding at one-thirds and two-thirds height.
Listing NGR: TQ0214456978
Appendix A: Designations
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Name: LEA COTTAGE WEY COTTAGE
List entry Number: 1378243
Location
LEA COTTAGE, CHURCH STREET
WEY COTTAGE, CHURCH STREET
Grade: II
Date first listed: 06-Jan-1984
DETAILS
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING CHURCH STREET (west side)
6/42 Wey Cottage and Lea Cottage
House, now divided. C16 with C19 additions. Timber framed brick cladding to right, rendered to left; plain tiled roofs with stack to left of centre.
Wey Cottage to left: 2 storeys with attic under tile hung dormer, flat band over ground floor, gable front bay to left. 3 C20 casement windows
across the first floor; glazed door to left end in catslide extension, further part glazed door to centre under gabled porch on brick piers. Timber
frame exposed to rear.
Lea Cottage to right: gable front break, 2 C20 casments across the first floor. Part glazed door in tiled gable porch in wooden supports. Catslide
to rear.
Listing NGR: TQ0205456903
Name: CHURCH COTTAGE
List entry Number: 1236292
Location
CHURCH COTTAGE, CHURCH STREET
Grade: II
Date first listed: 06-Jan-1984
DETAILS
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING CHURCH STREET
6/41 Church Cottage
II
House. C16. Timber framed, encased in whitewashed incised render; plain tiled roofs; 2 gables fronting the street; rendered stack in roof valley,
and ridge stack to right. 2 storeys quoined corners; 2 glazing bar sash windows in strap- work surrounds across the first floor (one in each
gable); ground floor windows with raised keystones. 4 panel door to left of centre under flat porch with tuscan piers on pedestals having
dentilled cornice above. C20 extensions to rear
Interior: Timber framing visible.
Listing NGR: TQ0205556894
Name:THE OLD VICARAGE
List entry Number: 1236262
Location
THE OLD VICARAGE, CHURCH STREET
Grade: II
Date first listed: 22-Jul-1953
Details
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING CHURCH STREET (west side) OLD WOKING 6/36 The Old Vicarage 22/7/53 II GV House c1800.
Colourwashed brick, hipped plain tiled roof, end stacks to left and right. 2 storeys with rendered plat band between; 3 bays, glazing bar sash
windows. Central half glazed door under flat porch hood on chamfered wooden supports.
Forms a group with the Church of St. Peter.
Listing NGR: TQ0202456852
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Name: WEYLEA
List entry Number: 1044725
Location
WEYLEA, CHURCH STREET
Grade: II
Date first listed: 06-Jan-1984
Details
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING CHURCH STREET, OLD WOKING
6/40 Weylea
GV II
House. Mid C18. Incised render below, brick above; plain tile roof with end stack and ridge stacks to right. 3 storeys, wooden eaves moulding
rendered flat band over ground floor, brick plat band over first floor; 5 bays, C19 sash windows, rendered heads to those on first floor. 4
panelled door to left with carved fan above under flat hood on fine foliage carved brackets and cherub heads. Blocked windows to the rear.
The house forms a group with the Church of St. Peter.
Listing NGR: TQ0207656873
Name: CHURCH OF ST PETER (There also listed tombs and headstones in the Graveyard)
List entry Number: 1044724
Location
CHURCH OF ST PETER, CHURCH STREET
Grade: I
Date first listed: 22-Jul-1953
DETAILS
TQ 05NW BOROUGH OF WOKING CHURCH STREET (east side) OLD WOKING
6/37 Church of St. Peter 22/7/53 GV I
Church. C12, chancel addition C13, tower C15, south porch C16. Vestry added and Church restored in 1886. Mortar rendered rubblestone
with carstone in nave walling, freestone ashlar to tower, brick south porch, rendered chancel and flint vestry; plain tiled roofs. West tower, 3 bay
nave, south aisle and porch, chancel to east with vestry addition to north corner. 2 stage tower, angle buttresses to first stage containing tiles and
brickwork, brick dressed square casement window over arched west door. Battlemented unbuttressed stage above with clock face on north and
west sides. South porch with centre roll moulded depressed arch to door, niches to either side, crowstepped gable above. C13 Lancet windows
to south side of chancel, renewed 3 light window to east with curvillinear tracery, renewed C15 windows to south aisle. West door within the
tower c1100, oak with large iron C straps and horizontal bands in roll moulded arched surround with cushion capitals to piers. Octagonal piers
to south aisle arcade, 3 crown post trusses to nave roof, chancel arch doubled chamfered to choir, single chamfer to nave. Fittings: Arcaded west
gallery dated 1622, pulpit in similar style, although altered, having lozenge patterning. Nave font C19, stone decorated Gothic style, bowl on stem
with surrounding marble columns. Some late mediaeval pews survive the remainder are copies.
Monuments: Chancel North wall: Sophia Flayer Jervis died 1834: Grey and white marble, draped female figure on coffin. South wall: Johannes
Lloyd, died 1663: stone artisan tablet with open pediment enclosing smaller segmental pediment to top, strapwork decoration, central black
marble tablet. Nave: North wall: William Harvest, died 1741, grey marble panel, flanking piers and crowning acorn. Reverend R. Emily, died 1792
by R. Westmacott Snr; White marble, fluted piers flanking a pedimented niche, central draped urns, scrolls to cill. South Aisle: South wall: Thomas
Bund, died 1776, grey and white marble obelisk top winged cherubs heads below. John Merest, died 1752, white marble, fluted Ionic pilasters
with flanking scrolls, crowning cherubs heads either side of a coat of arms, gadrooning to base.
Brasses: To John Shadhet, died 1527, Isabelle and Henry Purdon died 1523: standing figures with hands foled in prayer.
Listing NGR: TQ0208456845
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OLD WOKING CONSERVATION AREA APPRAISAL
Status of Supplementary Planning Guidance

OLD WOKING CONSERVATION AREA
Character Appraisal and design Guidance
Status
This Planning Guidance which is supplementary to Policy BE9 of the Woking Borough Local
Plan 1999, has been formally adopted by Woking Borough Council. In this regard the
document has the status of a material consideration in the determination of applications for
planning permission and conservation area consent by this Authority and in its defence of
decisions at appeal.
The document provides guidance on the control over demolition of buildings and the
appropriate form of design, layout and material finish that will be required for proposals in
the conservation area. This document also relates to Policy BE8 of the Woking Borough Local
Plan 1999 and will be referred to when preparing enhancement proposals in the
conservation area.
Statement of Public Consultation
In accordance with the advice set out in Annex A (A3) of Planning Policy Guidance Note1
(PPG1) on General Policy and Principles, and the advice set out in paragraph 4.9 of Planning
Policy Guidance Note 15 (PPG15) on Planning and the Historic Environment, the document
has been the subject of wide consultation with a total of 112 consultees, as follows:
i)

Professional Practitioners
A selection of local specialist architectural design and planning practices
which
have submitted planning applications for a variety of developments within
conservation areas over the last two years, which number 20 in total.

ii)

Local Property Owner/Occupiers
All property interests in the Conservation Area were individually consulted. These
number 90 properties in total.

iii)

Local Residents and Amenity Groups
Two local residents and amenity groups were consulted, WOCCA and the Old
Woking Village Association. These are the only associations in the area known to
the Council.

The period of consultation allowed eight weeks for the various individuals and
organisations to make comments on the draft guidance. Altogether 2 responses were
received. After careful consideration of these representations the Guidance was amended
to address these points of concern. These amendments were considered at the Council’s
Executive Committee on 6 September 2001 when the Guidance was formally adopted.
Full details of these representations together with the Council’s response can be obtained
on request by contacting 01483 - 743443
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OLD WOKING CONSERVATION AREA STATEMENT:
CHARACTER APPRAISAL and DESIGN GUIDANCE
1. BACKGROUND
Old Woking was the first conservation area to be designated in Woking Borough. It was
designated in September 1975, under the 1967 Civic Amenities Act, in order to protect the
areas special architectural and historic character. The boundary of the area is shown on the
Character Appraisal Map.
The conservation area forms the heart of Old Woking village centre which is located on the
southern edge of the urban area, approximately one mile to the south of the modern town
centre of Woking. The area is low lying and abuts the flood plain of the River Wey on its
southern boundary where Broadmead Road forms a crossing point.
Originally known as Woccingas, the village was the first settlement around which the modern
town of Woking developed. Evidence of Romano-British occupation has been found nearby.
The development of the settlement also has close links with that of the Woking Manor, which
became Henry VIII’s royal residence of Woking Palace during the 16th Century. The ruins of
this site, which is a Scheduled Ancient Monument, lies immediately to the east of the village,
outside the conservation area boundary.
During the 17th Century, Old Woking prospered as a small market centre and many of the
buildings from this period and the historic street pattern remain today. Following the loss of its
royal connections the village eventually declined as a trading centre being superseded by the
railway town of Woking during the 19th Century.

2. PURPOSE OF STATEMENT
This document describes what it is about the qualities of the character and appearance of the
Old Woking Conservation Area which makes it special and that need to be protected and
enhanced. A short summary of this statement is set out in Appendix1. The purpose of the
document is to:
• define the detailed features of the conservation area which contribute to its special
character that need to be protected;
• provide guidance for the design, layout and material finish of developments and other
works;
• assist the Council in making decisions on planning submissions to control the quality of
design in new development which could affect the area’s character;
• assist householders in the preservation and restoration of period dwellings;
• assist in the preparation of proposals for the enhancement of the conservation area.

3. SPECIAL PLANNING CONTROLS
The Council has special planning controls within a conservation area under the Planning
(Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 which are used to protect its character.
These particularly relate to:
• the control of demolition;
• the control over the detailed design of new development (including extensions) to ensure
they are sympathetic to the area’s character, and
• the control of all works to trees in the area.
However, in exceptional circumstances, the Council may seek to introduce additional
planning controls to cover more minor elements of building work, where this is considered
essential to protect the special character of the area. All the planning controls are explained in
more detail in Appendix 2.
2
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4. DETAILED CHARACTER APPRAISAL
The following range of features have been considered as part of the detailed appraisal of the
areas special character.
Pattern of Settlement
• street pattern
• plot characteristics
• views and landmarks
•
•
•
•
•
•

Other Features
• road and footway surfaces
• street furniture
• signs, advertisements and satellite dishes
• open spaces and natural landscape

Buildings (Design,Materials, and Uses)
historic and other important buildings
predominant building types
use of buildings
shopfront design
boundary treatments

Each of the following sections provides a detailed description of the areas predominant
characteristics and where appropriate these are referred to on the Appraisals Map.
♦ Highlighted in bold text at the end of each section, are the main points of concern
which should be addressed in any future developments.

5. PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT
The existing street pattern was established during the 17th Century when Old Woking
developed around a market square, now the junction with the High Street and Church Street,
close to the main river crossing at Broadmead Road. The village has continued to expand
along these routes in the form of ribbon development, reinforcing the original historic street
pattern which still dominates the character of the village centre today, as shown on the maps
below, circa 1800 and 2000.

Circa 1800

Circa 2000

3
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Within the Centre there are distinct changes in the character of the street pattern and
associated plot dimensions, which are referred to in the text, that have influenced the form of
development in the following parts of the conservation area ;
Area 1 : The High Street
Area 2 : Church Street
Area 3 : The Grange and area to the east
Area 4 : The Cloisters and Riverside Gardens

5.1 Street Pattern
Area 1. Within the western section of the High Street the street pattern is dominated by the
close relationship of continuous building frontages which line both sides of the narrow
street. As buildings directly adjoin the narrow pavements, which are less than 1.0 metres wide
in many places, there is a very strong sense of enclosure throughout much of this section of
the street which is only relieved by the brief widening at the junction of High Street and
Church Street, and at the Broadmead Roundabout.
Area 2. Within Church Street the pattern of development is much more fragmented and
informal, with variations in the depth of building line together with the irregular separation of
buildings, including both attached and individual detached dwellings, which break up the
frontage. However, there is considerable sense of enclosure with many buildings directly
adjoining the narrow road, there being no footpath on the eastern side of the street.
Area 3. The eastern section of the area is relatively undeveloped with only a handful of
widely spaced individual buildings, set amidst large tracts of open land, although much of this
is hidden from public view.
Area 4. The modern developments of the Cloisters and Riverside Gardens have cul-de-sac
layouts which have little relationship with the historic street pattern.
♦ Development proposals should reinforce characteristics of the historic street layout in
each area, particularly where there are continuous building lines, or where frontages
are close to, or abutting the back of, the footways. Car parking where required should
be located to the rear of the buildings in these locations.

5.2 Plot Characteristics
Areas 1&2. The predominant form of building plots, which have relatively narrow frontages
irrespective of plot depth, owe their characteristics to the Medieval origins of the Centre. This
characteristic is particularly reflected in the narrow fronted format of buildings within the
High Street including more recent buildings, together with the north eastern part of Church
Street.
4
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Areas 2&3. There are a small number of substantially larger plots, containing larger buildings
to the south of Church Street and the eastern section of the conservation area which
originally belonged to wealthy landlords such as the lords of the manor or the church.
Area 4. This is a modern housing estate with conventional house plots.
♦ Where there is a proposal to amalgamate a number of the predominantly narrow
frontage building plots, the appearance of the building frontage should be subdivided
into a series of narrow bays to reflect the vertical rhythm of the street scene.
Elsewhere, the plot size should reflect those in the immediate vicinity.

5.3 Views and Landmarks
There are a number of significant views and landmarks within the area which are identified
on the appraisal map as follows ;
• St. Peter’s Church with its distinctive square tower is the most significant landmark in the
centre which can be viewed from the Broadmead Roundabout and from the junction of
High Street with Church Street.
• The Grange, which is sited on the sharp corner at the eastern end of the High Street,
together with its high boundary wall and the associated Holm Oak and Cedar Trees. These
features form a smaller but significant landmark which can be viewed from the western
end of the High Street.
♦ Any new developments should retain and enhance the views and landmarks which
have been identified, as shown on the Appraisal Plan.

6. BUILDING DESIGN, MATERIALS AND USES
6.1 Historic and Other Important Buildings
There are a large number of historic buildings from a variety of periods and styles within the
conservation area. Several properties are protected by statutory listing and a number of others
are included on the Council’s Local List which are shown on the appraisal plan. Many of
these have group value. Most of the older and most architecturally and historically important
buildings which are statutory listed, including St. Peter’s Church which is Grade I, are located
within Church Street which is the historic core of the conservation area.

Listed Buildings in Church Street which form the Historic Core

5
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Where formal consent is required, the Council will resist demolition and works to
adversely alter all period buildings in the conservation area, particularly those on the
Statutory or Local List (see Appendix 2). The Council will also give particular attention
to protecting public views of the setting of these buildings, and those identified as
having group value.
♦ Any proposed development should take its design cues from the historic buildings in
the conservation area, including the form, scale, materials used, and detailing, in
order to enhance or maintain the character of the conservation area.
♦

6.2 Predominant Building Types
There are a variety of building types in the conservation area, although these all have
traditional forms, largely of brick construction under a steep clay tiled roof. Within the High
Street two storey terraced cottages with narrow frontages predominate. Elsewhere there is a
much wider variety of building types and styles, including larger, detached, two and three
storey, wide fronted Georgian and Victorian villas as well as conventional two storey semidetached houses. However, most properties have elevations which are sub-divided into a
number of narrow bays.
♦ Any new development should reinforce the character and appearance of the street
frontage in terms of height and scale, and should take its design cues from
appropriate buildings in the immediate locality.
♦ New developments should have pitched roofs of at least 45°, which should normally
terminate with gable ends. It is unlikely that pitched roofs below 35° or flat roofs will
be permitted. Where possible, chimneys should be provided in order to retain a
visually interesting roofscape.

6.3 Windows and Doors.
Most buildings have limited window openings. These are usually small in size, and
approximate to 1/3 of the building frontage. Both traditional casement and sash windows are
to be found subdivided into smaller lights, mostly constructed from painted softwood. Most
doors are of painted solid plank construction. Both windows and doors often have detailed
brickwork above them.
♦ In appropriate locations, new buildings should have front doors and windows facing
the main street in order to retain the character of the street frontage.
♦ New buildings should use traditional joinery for doors and window frames. Both
traditional sliding sash and casement windows are appropriate, with traditional
subdivided glazing. The ratio between the proportion of solid frontage to void (the
space given to glazing) on any new development should not exceed ½ of the building
frontage. The use of UPVC frames and doors or the introduction of roof lights or velux
windows on elevations in view of the street will be discouraged. The Council will
monitor the
area and seek additional planning control over these elements if
evidence supports action.
Both traditional sliding sash and
opening casement windows are
appropriate for new developments

6
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.

6.4 Materials and Colour

The most commonly used materials and features.

A limited range of building materials are used in the conservation area although local Surrey
red/orange facing bricks predominate. A number of buildings have used painted render, and
stucco, such as the Old Vicarage and the Grange. Several have clay tile hanging to first floor
elevations, such as the White Hart Inn. There is a mixture of roofing materials using both
plain clay tiles and slates.
A range of different colours are used within the conservation area although brick or tile
hanging, together with white or neutrally painted render predominate. Most window frames
and other joinery are white or black, although the door colours within the area vary widely.
New development should be constructed of local Surrey red/orange brick with either
plain clay roof tiles, or slate roofs. The use of materials such as pebble dash, render,
stucco, and tile hanging could also be used where nearby properties have used these
materials. The use of flint may also be acceptable as used on St.Peter’s Church and the
village sign at Broadmead Roundabout.

6.5 Use of Buildings
The conservation area is predominantly a residential area, although there are a number of
small businesses and shops which contribute to the life of the area.
♦ New business uses should not be permitted in the conservation area where this would
affect its residential character. However, in exceptional circumstances, where the
future of an historic building is at risk, an alternative economic use may be
considered where it is essential to ensure the fabric of that building is maintained for
its long term preservation.
Shopfronts
There is a mixture of shopfront designs in the conservation area. However, only those which
incorporate traditional elements enhance the character and appearance of the area.

7
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The traditional elements of a shopfront.

♦ Where there is a proposal to either alter a shop frontage or provide a new shop unit
within the conservation area, the design should incorporate traditional shop front
elements as shown above. The design should also take into consideration the overall
architectural design of the building. Lighting if any, should be externally illuminated
and discreet. Internally illuminated projecting box signs and fascias will not be
permitted.

6.6 Boundary Treatments
In most of the conservation area, building frontages directly join the pavement without any
intervening boundary which gives a sense of enclosure along the already narrow street. In
some locations buildings are set back using a variety of boundary forms, with low walls and
wooden fences being the most common.
♦ Boundary treatments for new developments should reflect the predominant treatment
in the area. Where appropriate building frontages should directly join the pavement
without any further means of enclosure. Planning consent will not normally be
granted for a development which introduces an incongruous style of boundary
treatment, or which changes the original pattern of boundary style.

7. OTHER FEATURES
7.1 Road and Footway Surfaces
The majority of the roads and public footways in the conservation area are constructed of
tarmacadam although the road surface in Church Street comprises natural coloured bound
gravel with granite kerbs.
♦ New footways should remain narrow and surface materials should be of high quality.
Where appropriate materials such as natural stone or traditional blue clay pavers are
preferred as an alternative to tarmacadam.

8
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7.2 Street Furniture

9

8

The use of street furniture can enhance the character and appearance of a conservation area if located sensitively.
However, it can also create a cluttered street scene.

In the Old Woking conservation there is a mixture of street furniture designs. A number of
these, including the hanging basket columns, village sign, and seats, are of traditional design
and cast iron construction and contribute to the character and appearance of the area, as
they are carefully located. However, many other elements, such as the modern street lamps,
parking restriction signs, and overhead wires, create clutter and detract from the appearance
of the street scene.
♦ Any new street furniture should complement the character and appearance of the
conservation area such as the use of elegant black cast iron equipment. Where new
development is proposed, services such as telephone and cable wires should be
located underground, and street signs carefully sited.

7.3 Signs, Advertisements and Satellite Dishes.
Many of the existing small businesses in the conservation area have signs and fascia boards
which are out of scale with the shopfront, usually constructed of upvc or aluminium. There
are two projecting signs, one a box sign above the Chinese take-away at 181 High Street, and
the other a simple hanging sign by the post office.
A number of properties also have satellite dishes, although these are mainly located on the
rear of properties away from public view.
♦ Fascia signs and other advertisements should be of a high standard of design and be
of a traditional format with clear lettering in scale with the fascia panel and that of
the overall shopfront. Free-standing lettering applied directly to the masonry is often
less incongruous. No advertisements should be positioned above the ground floor
fascia level.
♦ Satellite dishes should always be positioned away from the public street frontage,
such as at the rear of the property and should be of a standard size. Irrespective of
location, the colour of satellite dishes is an important element to consider and should
blend with its background, such as using brown equipment against brickwork.
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(Further detailed advice is contained in the Department of Environment, Transport and
the Regions document entitled ‘A Householders Planning Guide for the Installation of
Satellite Television Dishes’ available from the Council).

7.4 Open Spaces and the Natural Landscape
The conservation area is predominantly urban in character. However there are a number of
important trees, open spaces, and other natural landscape elements, (including the River
Wey) which contribute to the character of the conservation area .
♦ Areas of open space and other natural landscape elements will be retained.
Development will not be permitted which will result in the loss of or have a
detrimental impact on the quality of these natural features.
♦ The Council will seek to protect trees of amenity value in the conservation area
against felling and inappropriate works. The Council will also promote the planting of
new trees of suitable species to maintain the areas landscape character (details of the
planning controls over trees are given in Appendix 2 and the general criteria for
selection of trees for Tree Preservation Order are found in Appendix 3).

7.5 Negative Features
There are relatively few negative features in the area, although a small number of the existing
shops and businesses have incongruous signs and display windows.
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Appendix 1
OLD WOKING CONSERVATION AREA STATEMENT
Character Appraisal and Design Guidance
Summary
1.0 Purpose
This document provides a summary of the main features that make a special contribution
to the character and appearance of the Old Woking Conservation Area which the
Council seeks to protect and enhance through its statutory planning controls.
Householders and designers seeking to undertake any form of development in the
area should ensure their proposals preserve or enhance the areas character, with
particular reference to the points made in bold text below. A full copy of the
Guidance can be obtained from the Council on request.
2.0 Background of Designation
The Conservation Area was designated in September 1975, as shown on the attached
Map.
The Conservation Area forms the historic core of the Village Centre, which is an ancient
settlement that is closely linked with Woking Manor since at least the 13th Century.
The village prospered as a market centre, particularly during the 17th Century, and many
of its fine historic buildings together with its historic street pattern remain from this time,
which dominate the character of the Conservation Area.
3.0 Pattern of Settlement
The character of the Conservation Area varies within different sections.
• Within the High Street section the street pattern is dominated by continuous building
frontages which closely line both sides of the street, directly abutting the narrow
pavements. Narrow building plots predominate.
•
Within Church Street the pattern is more fragmented but still dominated by buildings,
although these include both attached and detached buildings with irregular depths of
frontage and spacing between them. Building plot characteristics vary widely becoming
much larger to the south.
• The eastern section of the area is relatively undeveloped with only a handful of
individual dwellings set within large plots of land, mostly hidden from view.
• The developments of the ‘Cloisters’ and ‘Riverside Gardens’ to the west are modern culsde-sac which have little relationship with the historic street pattern. Building plots are
modest but slightly larger than those of older houses within the High Street.
• There are a number of significant views created by the arrangement of important
buildings in the street pattern. Notably views of St. Peter’s Church, from the junctions of
Church Street with High Street and Broadmead Roundabout. Also views of the Grange
from the eastern half of the High Street.
• New developments should reinforce the characteristics of individual parts of the
historic street pattern, particularly where building frontages abut the highway.
4.0 Building Character
There are a wide number of historic buildings from a variety of periods and styles within
the area, with a mix of uses, although residential use predominates.
4.1 Important Buildings. The following have special interest;
• St. Peter’s Church is Grade I statutory listed.
• ‘The Old Manor House’, ‘The Old Vicarage’, ‘Weylea Cottage’, ‘Church Cottage’, ‘Wey
& Lea Cottage’, ‘The Grange’, and the ‘Old House Cottage’, are all Grade II statutory
listed.
11
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•

‘The Old Brew House’, ‘White Hart Inn’ and ‘Poundfield Cottage’ are included on the
Council’s local List.
• The Council will resist demolition and works to adversely alter all period buildings
in the area, particularly those on the statutory or local list.
4.2
Building Style. There are a variety of periods and styles within the area, although all
have traditional forms. Within the High Street two storey terraced cottages with narrow
frontages predominate. Elsewhere there are a much wider of buildings, including larger
two and three storey Georgian and Victorian villas as well as more conventional semidetached houses. However most buildings have elevations which are divided into a
number of narrow bays.
• Roofs are mostly of 45° pitch construction using either plain clay tiles or slates. Most
have gabled forms positioned either to the front or side of the building and many retain
their original chimneys which punctuate the roofscape.
• Doors and windows are limited in size, with traditional ratios of solids to voids (1/3 to
2/3) and positioned to define narrow bays to building elevations. Both traditional
casement and sliding sash windows are found subdivided into smaller lights, mostly
constructed from painted softwood. Most doors are of solid plank construction.
• A limited range of facing materials are used, although local red/orange stock bricks
predominate. A number of have painted render and stucco, such as the ‘Old Vicarage’
and ‘The Grange’, and a small number have hanging tiles, such as the ‘White Hart P.H’.
Both plain clay tiles and slates are used for roofing.
• A number of commercial buildings have retained their traditional shopfronts. Those with
modern shopfronts which do not incorporate traditional elements appear incongruous.
• New developments should reinforce the character and appearance of the street
frontage in terms of height, form , scale ,and material finish, and should take their
design cues from appropriate buildings in the immediate locality. Buildings should
have traditional pitched roof forms and the pattern of doors and windows should
define narrow bays with traditional ratios of solids to voids for openings.
• All works to either alter or extend existing period buildings should closely match
their architectural detail and material finish.
5.0 Other Features
• Boundaries to properties are mostly defined by the buildings themselves throughout the
area, with limited use of walls, fencing or hedging. This arrangement gives the Village
Centre a very urban quality.
• Boundary treatment should reinforce the urban quality of the Village centre.
• There are a number of important individual trees within the area which are protected by
Tree Preservation Orders.
• The Council will resist the felling or undertaking of any inappropriate works to trees
which are subject to Tree Preservation Orders ( TPO ).
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Appendix 2
ADDITIONAL PLANNING CONTROLS WITHIN A CONSERVATION AREA
The Council has special planning controls in a Conservation Area in addition to its normal
planning powers, as set out below :
1. Demolition
Conservation Area Consent is normally required before any building or structure can
be
demolished within the area, including certain walls and outbuildings. This provision
applies unless the building has a volume less than 115 cubic metres or was constructed
under permitted development rights, such as garden shed.
Formal Listed Building Consent is also required for works to demolish or alter the
appearance or setting of a Statutory Listed Building.
It is an offence to undertake demolition in a conservation area, where approval is
required, or any works to a listed building, without prior consent. Conviction is punishable
by fine or imprisonment.
2. Development
The following additional restrictions on development require planning permission :
• Any extension which would increase the volume of an original dwelling by more than
10% or 50 cubic metres (whichever is largest, up to a maximum of 115 cubic metres. All
additional buildings within the site over 10 cubic metres, regardless of location are treated
as extensions to the dwelling ).
• An extension or any kind of alteration to a dwelling which would materially alter the
appearance of the roof.
• Cladding the outside of a building with stone, tiles timber, render or any other
material which would alter its appearance.
• The installation of a satellite dish on any part of the building visible from the highway.
3. Design of New Development
The Council has a special duty when considering applications for development in a
conservation area to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the area. All
proposals will be carefully examined to ensure that all elements of the proposal,
particularly; layout, bulk, height, form, elevational design, colour and material finish are
appropriate in scale and character for that particular part of the conservation area. In this
regard only fully detailed planning applications will normally be considered and must show
both plan and elevational relationships with adjoining buildings. All applications in
conservation areas are advertised to allow for public comment.
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4. Minor Alterations and Additions
Small changes to residential buildings such as the alteration or replacement of original
windows do not normally require permission unless the property is statutory listed.
However, the continued loss of architectural detail can gradually erode the character and
appearance of an area through the culmination of minor changes. The Council will
monitor the conservation area and if evidence supports will seek the introduction of an
Article 4(2) Direction to remove certain rights of permitted development in the area. This
would enable such minor matters to be brought under planning control, where this is
considered necessary to protect the areas special character.
5. Trees
Anyone proposing to do work on a tree* in a Conservation Area, including; lopping,
topping or felling, is required to give the Council six weeks notice of their intentions in
writing. This period allows the Council to inspect the tree so that it can consider if it
should be the subject of Tree Preservation Order (T.P.O.). No works can be undertaken
on trees which are protected by a T.P.O. until formal consent has been granted by the
Council.
* For these purposes a tree must have a trunk with a diameter exceeding 75mm when
measured at chest height ( 1.5 metres above the ground).
It is an offence to undertake works on a protected tree without prior consent which is
punishable by fine.
The Council may use the powers given through the Environment Protection Act 1995 to
ensure property owners maintain their trees and shrubs if they are causing an obstruction
of the highway.
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Appendix 3
Criteria for the Selection of Trees for Protection
by Tree Preservation Order (TPO)
The following criteria on health and amenity value will be used in the selection of trees to be
protected by Tree Preservation Orders:
1. Health and Structural Condition
• Condition in relation to type, age and position ( ref. BS 5837 - 1991)
• Evidence of; storm damage, root lifting, dead/diseased wood, excessive epicormic growth,
weak forks etc. that would reduce selection.
• Type and position of tree is appropriate for its location.
• Reasonable life expectancy without compromising adjacent buildings or infrastructure.
• Need for corrective action to maintain the tree in a safe condition.
2. Amenity Value
a) Visual significance within the landscape.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visibility of the tree from surrounding public areas (or those with limited public access).
Prominence of the tree as a local focal point or landmark.
Popularity of the location, i.e. busy or seldom visited.
Contribution to the local landscape character.
Contribution as an element of a landscape feature, e.g. an Avenue.
Contribution in screening out an unsightly/incongruous feature in the landscape.

b) Form of Tree.
• Shape and balance of tree in representing typical characteristics of species.
• Particularly unusual or distinctive characteristics of trees form.
• Extent of impact that past works or natural damage have made on the form of the tree.
c) Scarcity
• Rarity of species or particular cultivar.
• Special historical associations with site or locality.
d) Potential Future Benefit
• Value in contribution to future landscape character of area.
3. Other Factors
• e.g. contribution to the setting of an historic building.
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WILDLIFE DESIGNATIONS
SSSI unit information
Papercourt - Unit 3
Staff member responsible for SSSI unit:
Julie Russ
Unit ID:		
1008857
Unit area:
18 hectares
Main habitat:
Fen, marsh and swamp - lowland
Condition:
Unfavourable recovering
Latest assessment date: 02 September 2010
Condition assessment comment:
This unit is a floodplain grassland and sedge bed/fen. The outer edges have neutral grassland with some remnant unimproved grassland species
present. The inner part of the field is dominated by the locally uncommon tall sedge Carex acuta which occupies about 7ha. It is largely uniform
and there is no indication of a decline in extent of the sedge fen. There is very little bare substrate present <5%, so within target. The structure
is uniform and due to a lack of grazing there is significant leaf litter present making up >25%, so above desirable levels. This should be addressed
through grazing in 2011 under the new HLS agreement. There are a great number of tussocks across the site, which are good habitat for field
voles and harvest mice. The grazing should remove the growth, which is currently resulting in litter, but not change the tussocky nature of the site
significantly, bearing in mind the number of cattle proposed on site. Positive indicator species – few apparent, but meadow vetchling, and greater
bird’s-foot trefoil are present throughout, with patches of meadow barley, wild angelica and water mint. A few negative indicator species are
present. Nettle and creeping thistle are occasional to locally frequent in the grassland element of the unit, though total less than 5%. One or two
woody species present as young saplings, oak, and willow species, rare, so cover is within target.
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